
EYELASH EXTENSION CLIENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

NAME:_______________________SURNAME:__________________

MOBILE:_____________________ POST CODE:________________

EMAIL:__________________________________________________

How did you hear about Play Brow & Lash Bar: __________________

________________________________________________________

Just some information about yourself to help us give you the best service possible:

1. Have you previously had lash extensions?    YES    NO

2. If so, have you had any reactions or discomfort during/after the procedure?

3. Have you had any recent eye infections?    YES    NO

If so, please elaborate...

4. In the last 48hrs have you had any eye irritation or discomfort?    YES    NO

5. If you are currently taking any eye medications (Incl. non-prescription) please list:

6. Do you suffer from any of the following conditions (please circle if you do);
- Epilepsy !                                                  
- Contagious skin disorders/conditions    
- Lash Disorders
- Highly Sensitive Eyes
- Hyper Sensitive skin 
- Severe claustrophobia or fear of closing your eyes or panic attacks            

7. Do you wear contact lenses? If so, could you please remove them for safety reasons. 

8. Have you had any recent eye surgery or laser eye surgery?

Your lash extensions today will take from 45min to 1.5 hours to apply. During this time it is 
very important that you do not open your eyes or suddenly jolt. Doing so could lead to 
injury involving the glue, lash remover or tweezers coming into contact with your eye or 
surrounding area.



If you need to wiggle, feel uncomfortable or open your eyes, please first tell your 
technician first. This way we can ensure that it is safe for you to do so. 

Now the fun stuff!

What look would you like to achieve?

GLAMOROUS( Full/thick dramatic lashes) 
  
NATURAL (slightly exaggerated lashes for the conservative type)
   
DOLL (full fan of similar length lashes for a doll-like effect)   

VINTAGE (for a gradient effect, flickers out from the edge of your eye)

OUTER EDGE (longer lashes on each eye to exaggerate your outer lash)

SUPER STAR (synthetic lashes come in all sorts of colors too!)  
Red, Blue, Pink, Yellow, Green, Purple

At --------------------------------- we strive to achieve the highest level of quality and 
customer service. We wish to make you as comfortable in our salon as you would 
feel in your own home, and we will always listen to your needs and concerns. 
If for any reason you are not happy with any aspect of your lash extensions, then 
please come back in within 3 days and we will fix any problem at no charge. 

If you are happy with our services, and we think you will be,  let us know! and don't 
forget to tell your friends!! 

I understand that the eyelash extension procedure involves gluing an 
individual synthetic (acrylic or silk) eyelash to an individual natural eyelash 
and the application therapist holds no liability for my acceptance of this 
procedure.

Print Name_______________________________________________

Sign_________________________Date________________________


